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UNADP members and staff pose for a group photo during the celebrations to
mark the International Day of Persons with Disabilities 2011 celebrated in Lira

Wakiso District is set to make a Accessibility Ordinance, a legislation to address the specific accessibility needs of PWDs in the district. In picture, representatives of Disabled People’s Organisations, district officials and councillors in the district after
a consultative meeting about making the ordinance. It was organised by Wakiso District Union of Persons with Disability.

PARLIAMENT is in advanced
stages of enacting the Building
Control Act that at present does
not adequately take care of the
needs of PWDs. UNAPD leads a
team of Disability Advocates and
presents a petition about the
same to Parliament. Find out what
is right or wrong for PWDs in
the Building Control Bill. Page
3,4.
UNAPD presents Accessibility
Standards to Parliament. What did
the MPs say about the Standards?
Page 5.

INSIDE
THIS
EDITION

SHE had spent two years without coming out
of the house and her skin colour had turned
yellow as a result of being kept in doors. Her
first day to see sunlight after two years of
confinement in the house was when UNAPD
picked her from home to be assessed and receive a wheel chair. Find out why? Page 6.

TWENTY years from now, the
Speaker of Parliament of
Uganda may be a person with
disability from Gamogo Subcounty in Kapchorwa or Bukakata Sub-county in Masaka
district. We tell you how to
realise this dream! Page 10.
BUSIA councillors and the district technical staff travel all the
way from Busia for a special
visit to UNAPD. What inspire
them and what was the outcome? Page 11,12.
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WORD FROM AG. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Our esteemed readers, I welcome
you to this edition of UNAPD update.Durin g the period of this issue, we were able to meet the
Physical Infrastru cture Committee
of Parliament over in clusion of
Accessibility Standar ds into the
Building Control Bill.
The response got from the committee members was very impressive to say the le ast. It was ex citing
to hear the committee chairman
George W. Kiyingi
together with his members pledgAg. ED
ing total support to the proposed
amendments to the Building Control Bill that were made by
UNAPD in conjunction with other major players in disability
advocacy such as the National Union of Disabled Persons of
Uganda and the National Council for Disability. The major
proposed amendment was to include Accessibility Standar ds
as one of the schedules to the Building Control Act.
I appeal to our esteemed MPs to stand by their word when
the Bill comes to the floor of Parliament for debate, after all
everybody s tands to benefit s ince e veryone is a poten tial
candidate for disability.

EDITORIAL

In a related deve lopment, Wakiso district h as embarked on
the duty of making an Ordinan ce on Accessib ility, a legislation aimed at promoting access to mostly the built environment. This is a good stride in the right direction. We therefore appeal to all other districts countrywide to emulate
Wakiso’s good example. Together we can make the physical
environment accessible to all.
In the same period, UNAPD received and dis tributed wheelchairs to her members in Kiboga, Kap chorwa and Iganga.
These wheelchairs were given to mostly first time users. Th is
has given them a new ray of hope, thanks to Motivation International an d the Ministr y of Health that gave the wheelchairs to UNAPD.
The demand for these devices is s till enormous; many of our
members especially in rural areas cannot go to school, health
centers, markets and places of work due to lack of mobility
devices. They have either resorted to crawling or confined in
homes!

To our dismay, the Standards were neither mentioned
nor referred to in the Bill, but this did not make us lose
hope. We have now met the Parliamentary Committee
on Physical Infrastructure that is scrutinising the Bill and
we did not only present the Standards to committee
members but also a petition contain ing our suggested
amendments to the Bill.

Over to you the
Members of Parliament
The Government through the Ministry of Works has developed and submitted to Parliament the Building Control
Bill whose Act is meant to regulate building and construction works in the country. This Bill was received with interest from UNAPD that spearheaded the development
of the Accessibility Standards meant to guide players in
the construct ion industry on how to build buildin gs and
facilities that can be conveniently and safely used by all
people in cluding persons with disability.
UNAPD has been yearnin g for legalizin g of the Standards
and has been lobbying key Government technocrats and
politicians for making the Standards part of the Act. Indeed, in one of the meetings between UNAPD, Min istry
of Works and Ministry of Gender, it was agreed that the
Standards would be one of the schedules of the Building
Control Act.

I therefore appeal to the Government through the Min istry
of Health and other stakeholders to secure wheelchairs and
other mobility app lian ces to our members.

We are glad that the MPs enormously agreed to adopt all
the suggested amendments and also to make the Standards schedule 4 of the Act. Indeed, the committee’s legal
team was tasked to translate the Standards in to legal language and append the same to the Bill. However, this is
not the end of the journey as the amendments have to
stand and pass the test of the full Parliament as the MPs
debate the entire Bill before enacting it into law.
We are hopeful that all the MPs will realise that the Standards are not only for the benefit of PWDs but to all
Ugandans whose interest they represent. We have played
our role as a civil society organization and the next task is
for the MPs to accomplish.

We also continued with our advocacy for inclusive and accessible schools in Kap chorwa and M asaka districts un der
the Inclusive and Accessible Schools Project. We trained the
District Edu cation Officers, District Inspectors of Schools as
well as UNAPD dis trict execu tive committees on how to
make schools accessible.

We are grateful to the Physical Infrastructure Committee
members for giving us audience and accepting to adopt
our proposed amendment to the Bill. We are also appreciative to the MPs representin g PWDs, NUDIPU and National Council for Disability wit h whom we met the MPs.

I appeal to you all to support the edu cation of Children with
Disabilities (CWDs) b y making all schools accessible and inclusive . Remember Education is a Righ t.
Enjoy your readin g!

UNAPD, Namasole Road, Kikuubo Zone, Gayaza Road Plot 459,
Kanyanya, P.O.Box 959, Kampala, Uganda
Tel: 0414-692403 OR
Email: info@unapd.org, Website:www.unapd.org

VISION: A society where People with Physical Disablities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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WORD FROM CHAIRMAN

UNAPD meets Parliament over Accessibility
The Government is in the process of making the Building Control Act whose Bill is now with
the Physical Infrastructure Committee of Parliament for scrutiny. UNAPD Chairman led a
delegation of the disability fraternity and submitted the following petition:
Introduction
Uganda National Action on Physical Disability in conjunction with National Council for
Disability (NCD) an d National Un ion for
Disabled People (NUDIPU) do hereby present (the following) proposed amendments
on the Building Control Bill to the parliamentary select committee on Physical Infrastructure.
Uganda National Action on Physical Disability (UNAPD) is a Non - Governmental Organization of persons with physical disabilities that works to remove barriers in society that prevent persons with physical disabilities from enjoying full r ights on an equal
basis with other citizens. UNAPD is one of
the members of NUDIPU, an umbrella organization of national Disabled People’s OrHon. Helen Asamo, UNAPD chairman Arthur Blick and treasurer Goffin
ganizations, while NCD is the government
body that coordinates all actors on disability Candira during the meeting with the MPs at Parliament
issues in the country.
One of the biggest challenges faced by persons with physical The Building Control Bill
disabilities is the inaccessible physical environment. It is a source UNAPD has for long been lobbying the Min istry of Works and
of denial of rights and non-accessibility to services enjoyed by other relevant stakeholders to make the Standards as one of
others. This contributes a lot towards unemployment, injustice, the schedules in the Building Control Bill but in his latest writdiscrimination, low levels of literacy, exclus ion, isolation, inade- ten communication to UNAPD, the Minister of Works Hon.
quate involvement in community activities, etc. Many people Abraham Byandaala, pledged that the “Standards, together with
recognize this gap and are trying to construct facilities such as Building Regulations and Engineering Codes will be issued to
ramps, toilets and pit latrines to allow access for PWDs but the operationalise the Building Control Act after the Act has been
facilities are grossly below standard and therefore could not accented to by H.E the President.”
serve the purpose for which they are intended.
We are grateful to the Ministry of Works for producing the Bill
that tries to address the physical accessibility needs of PWDs
Why Accessibility Standards
and for the commitment to make the Accessibility Standards as
It is for this reason and in complian ce with the Persons with part of the Regulations to operationalise the Act. We also welDisabilities Act 2006 and UN Convention on the Rights of Per- come the provision for representation of PWDs on the Nasons with Disabilities that UNAPD in conjunction with the Min- tional Building Review Board and Building Committees in all
istry of Gender, Labour and Social Development together with
districts, municipalities and town councils.
many other relevan t stakeholders developed and produced the
Accessibility Standards. The Standards are a guide to all stake- Gaps in the Bill
holders in the construction industry on how to design and construct facilities that can be used by all people in Ugan da in clud- 1. The Accessibility Standards were not provided for in the
Bill as a schedule nor referred to or mentioned anywhere in the
ing all categories of persons with disabilities.
UNAPD has now been sensitizing arch itects , civil engineers, Bill.
contractors and property developers about the Accessibility
Standards and the need for making all buildings and facilities
accessible for all people but a great need has been raised
throughout the country to make the Standards part of the national law in order for them to be easily enforced.

2. The pledge by the Minister of Works of issuing the standards to operationalize the Building Control Act after it has
been accented to by the president was in good faith but we
believe that it is not enough because if the s tandards are not
mentioned at all in the bill then referring to them at a later
stage may not be practical.

MISSION: To remove barriers in society that prevent People with Physical Disabilities
from enjoying full rights on an equal basis with other citizens
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UNAPD calls for changes in Building Control Bill
The Bill provides that all public buildin gs should
cater for access for persons with disabilities but
does not define “access” or refer to any guidelines
or checklist for ‘’access’’ that designers and constructors should refer to.

Proposed amendments to the Bill
We therefore suggest that in order to sufficiently
and adequately create a barrier-free physical environment for all people; the Bill should be
amended as follows:
Section 2: Interpretation
Add
: i) ‘’Access for persons with disabilities’’
made under 9 (b) and 40 1 (b) means the possibility for any person to reach a place, maneuver Committee Chairman Gabriel Ajedra with other committee members
within it, use a ser vice , par ticip ate in activities
provided in a public place; all these on an equal basis with oth- Section 46 provides for the development of the Naers, with dignity, independence and safety.
tional Building Code
ii) “Accessibility Standards” refers to a practical guide to create
a barrier-free physical environment in Uganda
Section 9 (b): Functions of the Board
Add a phrase “as provided for in the Accessibility Standards ” at
the
end.
The clause should therefore read: “to ensure that the design
and construction of buildings and u tilities to which the public is
to have access cater for persons with disabilities as provided
for in the Accessibility Standards.”
Section 36: Procedure for issuing building permit
Clause 36(1): Replace 36 1(h ) with: “may not be complying
with the Accessibility Standards”.
Clause 36 1(h) now becomes 36 1 (i)
Section 40: Order to stop building operation
Clause 1 (b) Add a phrase “as provided for in the Accessibility
Standards” at the end.
The clause should therefore read: “where the building is one to
which the pub lic is to have access bu t does not provide access
for persons with disabilities “as provided for in the Accessibility
Standards”.

Clause (2) (a) buildin g standards
Add the phrase “and Accessibility Standards”
The clause should therefore read: “Building and Accessibility
Standards”
We shall be very grateful if our suggested amendments are
considered. We once again appre ciate the efforts by the Ministry of Works and the Ministr y of Gender, Labour and Social
Development for cooperating with us as we strive to remove
barriers that prevent persons with physical disabilities for accessing their full rights on equal basis with other citizens. In the
same vein I wish to appreciate all stakeholders who participated in the development of these Accessibility stan dards notable ones including DPOs, Uganda Society of Architects, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development, the construction unit of the Minis try of Education and
Sports, Ministry of Works as well as MPs representing PWDs.
Yours,
Arthur Blick Sr
Chairman BOD – UNAPD

The PWDs delegation that met Parliament
1. Arthur Blick Sn. Chairman UNAPD
2. George William Kiying, Ag. Executive Director UNAPD
3. Hamad Lubwama, Information Officer, UNAPD,
4. Ark A. Goffin Candria, Vice Chairperson National Council for Disability
and Treasurer UNAPD
5. Esther Kyozira, Represented the Executive Director of NUDIPU

6. Hon. Alex Ndeezi, MP for PWDs
7. Hon. Hajat Sofia Nalule, MP for PWDs
8. Hon. Helen Grace Asamo, MP PWDs

VISION: A society where People with Physical Disablities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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What MPs said about Accessibility Standards
On April 18, UNAPD together with other
stakeholders from the Disability Fraternity
presented to the Parliament’s Physical Infrastructure Committee, their views and concerns about the draft Building Control Bill
(see page 4). They presented the Accessibility Standards to the Committee and specifically asked Parliament to make the Standards part of the Building Control. Below
were the action points, consensus and some
of the views of the MPs.

Action points from the meeting
The legal team of Parliament to translate the Accessibility Standards into legal language, share the draft
with the PWDs for input and thereafter submit it to
the Committee for adoption.
The Physical Infrastructure Committee to meet the
Minister of Works and the Ministry’s technical team
and brief them about the Accessibility Standards and
suggested amendments by PWDs to the Building
Control Bill.

Consensus
The Accessibility Standards to be adopted as Schedule IV of the Building Control Bill
UNAPD’s proposed amendments be adopted in the
Bill.
We can not wait to consider
Accessibility Standards when
the Ministry of Works is developing Buildin g Regulations and

Engineerin g Codes to operationalise the Buildin g Control
Act as the Minister for
Works is proposing. This may
even take more than five
years because above all, it is
not mandatory for the Minister to develop the regulations
because the Bill says. “The
Minister may develop the
regulations….” The Persons
with Disability Act for example was enacted in 2006 six
but the regulation to operationalise it have never been
developed up to now!
(Helen Grace Asamo, MP
representing PWDs.

In most countries you cannot construct
anything without standards followed.
Uganda should also have standards. I
support your amendments and I will
appeal to the Committee to adopt your
standards into the Bill (Building Control
Bill). I must say that even the ramps at
Parliament are below standard. I
slipped off one of these ramps and I just
survived falling. (Hon. Ajedra Gabriel
Gadison Aridru Chairperson Physical Infrastructure Committee).
I appreciate your petition. Your concerns are our concerns. We shall push
for it (adoption of the Accessibility
Standards as Schedule IV of the Bill). It
is our Constitutional obligation to enact laws for the protection of persons
with disabilities. I think this petition will
receive 100% support when it comes to
the Committee. (Hon. Ekuma George
Stephen Committee Member)
If buildings are hard for use by normal
people, what about persons with disabilities. During debatin g of the Building
Control Bill, we shall also notify the
Speaker of some inaccessible places at
Parliament. Even many able-bodied MPs
find some challenges using some places
in Parliament. It is my first time to
know and receive a copy of Accessibility Standards. Count me on your support. (Hon. Sebuliba Mutumba Richard Committee Member).
Accessibility does not benefit only persons with disabilities but all people including children, pregnant women, sick
people and the elderly. Accessibility is
also good during emergence or evacuation. For example, in case of a fire outbreak, nobody will use stairs when
there is a ramp. (Hon. Hajat Sofia
Nalule MP representing PWDs).
The Constitution of Uganda mandates
Parliament to enact laws for the protection of persons with disability. Wh at
UNAPD is asking us is not a favour but
our obligation as Parliament and we
have to meet our obligation by making
these Accessibility Standards as a
schedule to the Building Control Act.
(Hon. Alex Ndeezi MP representing PWDs).

MISSION: To remove barriers in society that prevent People with Physical Disabilities
from enjoying full rights on an equal basis with other citizens

Kiboga LCV Chairperson Israel Yiga (R) in a group photo with district officials and UNAPD members after a training in accessibility

Members get wheel chairs

All of Cate Nandawula’s
limbs got paralysed after
child birth and now has
to be confined into a
wheel chair

Cate Nandaula had spent two years without
coming out of the house and her skin colour
had turned yellow as a result of being kept in
doors. Her first day to see sunlight after two
years of confinement in the house was when
UNAPD picked her from home to be assed and
receive a wheel chair. This was a great relief to
the 21-year-old, who acquired the disability
following a baby-delivery.
“She was born normal and grew up to nineteen
years when she conceived. However, she got
complications during child delivery, and thereafter, both of her legs and hands were paralysed,”
lamented Zacch aeus Ssembusi, the Chairperson
of Kiboga Association of Persons with Physical
Disability. “And unfortunately, her child
died.”
Two years after Nandawula chances of
full recovery from the paralysis are minimal.
She was one of the 24 people who received wheelchair, courtesy of UNAPD.
The wheel chairs with a special design
and features were donated to UNAPD
by Motivation International through the
Ministry of Health. Motivation International is a charity organization based in
South Africa.
Dennis Musimenta from Mulago Orthopedic Department led a team of three
fellow staff to Kiboga to assess, assemble
and training beneficiaries and helpers
into using and maintaining the wheel
chairs that he said are valued at
700,000=. “The wheel chairs have a
tracking mechanism. When it is stolen,
we can be able to trace wherever it is
taken and get it. Just note down its serial number and report to us immediately it gets stolen.

We shall trace it,” he said.
Ten wheel chairs were given out in Kiboga,
three in Kayunga, three in Kapchorwa and eight
in Iganga.
Handing over the wheel chairs in Kiboga, the
District LCV chairperson, Israel Yiga, thanked
UNAPD for the wheel chairs.
He noted that the assistive devices needed by
persons with disabilities are so expensive that if
they are not supported to acquire them, they
(PWDs) may not be able to raise the money
themselves (see more on next page)

Kiboga LCV Chairperson Israel Yiga
(R) handing over a wheel chair to
Hassan Kagolo

Some of the eight recipients of
wheel chairs in Iganga

Madina Namuzima
thanks Elizabeth
Kayanga (Board
Member UNAPD) for
enabling him to get a
wheel chair

Staff of Mulago Orthopedic
Workshop assembling the
wheel chairs

The family of a youth with disability in Kapchorwa in a group photo with his wheel chair

The new special
design of a wheel
chair with a tracking system that enable it to be located
wherever it is.
Each is valued at
700,000/=

Muwajuma Kwegemya in
Ignaga also received a
wheel chair

UNAPD Project Officer Vincent
Kafeero pushes in a wheel chair one of
the the beneficiaries in Kapchorwa

————————in Kapchorwa
with his wheel chair

A beneficiary in Kapchorwa with his wheel chair
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REPORT FROM KIBOGA

Kiboga’s bright start for 2012
BY ZACCHAEUS SSEMBUUSI
The year opened brightly for Kiboga Association of People with
Physical Disability (KIAPPD) that on January 5, 2012, we received a cheque worth 3.3 million Uganda shillings. This was
part of the funds for a Special grant for Persons with Disability
that we applied for in late 2011.
Because KIAPPD`s proposal was of opening up an Internet
Café, we used the funds to purchase one brand new set of Dell
computer, an Astra Generator, one HP Printer, stabilizer, and
an internet modem, thus laying a strong foundation for the project.
Although the project has not yet started, the machines are
meanwhile assisting KIAPPD executive and members with secretarial and internet services.
On Jan 9, 2012, KIAPPD`s Executive Board meeting was convened. A number of issues were resolved among which include
the following;

Some of KIADP executive committee members in their office, with equipment bought using a special grant for PWDs

Confirming the date and venue for the General Assembly

Ssembuusi Zacchaeaus

-

Chairman

Nambalirwa Hadijah

-

Vice Chairperson

Ssekate K. Lawrence

-

Secretary

Najjuko Aidah

-

Treasurer

Kagoro Hassan

-

Mobiliser

Nanyonjo Cate

-

Women Representative

Mugga Franco

-

Youth Representative

UNAPD also gave 10 wheelchairs to our members. They came
with three officers from Mulago Hospital that assessed the
beneficiaries and assemble wheelchairs. The beneficiaries described these wheelchairs as comfortable, safe to use, and very
modern. KIAPPD appreciates UNAPD for this support too.
KIAPPD has registered with Kiboga District Farmers’ Association (K.D.F.A). This association is the district branch for
Uganda National Farmers Association (UNAFA). This organization is currently operating in three sub-counties of Kibiga, Lwamata and Kapeke. It is supporting farmers` groups with extensive training in modern farming techniques, free seeds, fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, study tours, among others. Six
groups under KIAPPD from two sub-counties of Kibiga and
Lwamata have applied to benefit from the services of the association.
KIAPPD is very grateful to all stakeholders who contributed to
its success in the first quarter. Exceptional appreciation goes to
Kiboga District Special Grants Committee for awarding a grant
to KIAPPD, to UNAPD for the support towards our G.A., capacity building tr ainings and wheelch airs. This makes KIAPPD
look at the future with enthusiasm.
Thanks also go to all KIAPPD members for working so hard to
sustain our organization.
KIAPPD looks forward to a sustained collaborative relationship
in the forthcoming quarters.

Ssemujju Abubakar

-

Member

Zacchaeus Ssembuusi is KIAPD Chairman

Appointing a security guard to keep our office
Confirming KIAPPD work plan and budget for 2012
Setting the date for procuring items for internet café project
On January 28, 2012, KIAPPD held a General Assembly. This
was the first one since KIAPPD`s inception in 2005. The Interim Executive Committee was still running the association
since funds were not sufficient to hold a General Assembly.
This General Assembly was supported by UNAPD through the
Membership Empowerment Project (MEP). We received
800.000/= (Eight hundred thousand Uganda shillin gs) from UNAPD as support for the G.A. We thank UNAPD for this support. During the G.A., a number of reports were read, KIAPPD
constitution amended, a new Executive Board elected and
many more developmental issues resolved.
The following people were elected as Board Members.

Bulia Ruth
Member
Thanks to everyone who made KIAPPD`s General Assembly a
success.
Early in March 2012, KIAPPD received four UNAPD staff who
trained KIAPPD new board members with the volunteer mobiliser in accessibility, basic finan ce management skills and trust
fund guidelines.

UNAPD calls on for similar reports and articles
on topical issues from all Member District Associations for publication in the newsletter. Send
them to UNAPD Information Officer
P.O Bo x 959, Kampala. Email: info@unapd.org

VISION: A society where People with Physical Disablities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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AISP UPDATE

Update and plans for AISP project
Dear readers, greetings from Kapchorwa and Masaka districts where
UNAPD is implementing activities
aimed and changing the state of accessibility in schools in order to improve the
education levels of Children with Disabilities (CWDs).
It would be great if all of you our esteemed readers join us as advocates for
inclusive and accessible schools in your
communities. The purpose of this article is to share with you information so
Vincent L. Kafeero
that we can all be well informed as we
Project Officer
strive to enable CWDs acquire an education for a brighter future.
Education
We have oriented Masaka and Kapchorwa district association leaders into
enables CWDs to
the Accessibility Standards and also
live a fruitful life.
trained them in practical accessibility
auditing. They have now constituted
I support their
accessibility audit teams ready to carry
education. What
out accessibility auditin g in their disabout you?
tricts. The work of the audit teams is to
practically assess places specifically schools for accessibility and
give suitable advice and recommendations for possible improvement in accessibility. The training in Kapchorwa was gr aced by
the District Education Officer Mike Cheptoek among other district techn ical and political leaders. We are pleased to share that
there is willingness to make schools inclusive and accessible.
Schools inspectors from Masaka, Lwengo, Kayunga and Bukomansimbi districts were also trained in accessibility and in clusive
education issues, the outcome of which was interest and commitment to also check on the schools state of accessibility while
they are inspecting schools.
The community was also sensitised on accessibility righ ts and
abilities of CWDs through a radio talk show conducted on Top
Radio FM.
We are further pleased to share that a female parent and her
girl child with disability along with some UNAPD staff partici-

“

pated in the World Women Day celebrations hosted in Nebbi
district. Participants were really exposed, thrilled and inspired
about the future.
We further share with you that we shall be brailing elementary
education materials for schools in the interest of children with
visual impairments. This will be done in conjunction with the
Uganda National Institu te of Special Needs Education (UNISE) at
Kyambogo University. The brailed materials will be distributed
to selected schools in the community. This is envisioned to
make children with visual impairments active pupils/students; not
passive ones.
We also plan in the near future to train selected teachers from
the project districts in sign lan guage interpretation to ensure
that they are able to communicate with deaf children in schools.
This is planned to be done in conjunction with Uganda National
Association of the Deaf (UNAD).
UNAPD has also finished preparations for the production of
awareness-raising materials about the education of CWDs, and
we shall soon be sharing with you our dear partners.
We would like to thank you for the support you have so far
accorded our activities and we hope for the same for the rest of
the project period and beyond. We wish to encourage parents,
care takers, neighbours, fellow children, pupils, teachers and
community members at large to support CWDs in pursuit of
studies. This will not only make them independent but also contribute generously to the development of your community.

Imagine 20 years from now, a Speaker of Parliament of
Uganda, who is from Gamogo Sub-county in Kapchorwa
or Bukakata Sub-county in Masaka district. This is currently one of the several CWDs who need accessible and
inclusive school in their communities now, to be able to
enrol in school, acquire education, and thereafter make
history of being the first Speaker with disability of
Uganda’s

UNAPD members and district officials
in Kapchorwa pose for a group photo after
a training in accessibility

NEWS
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The Executive Committee Members of Kabale District
Association of People with Physical Disability

Kabale UNAPD chairperson Anne
Kobusingye (right) with the District
Director of Community Development

The Executive Committee Members of Kabalole
District Action on Physical Disability

UNAPD reaches out
to her membership
UNAPD has been visiting Member District Associations where the organization
has no running projects. The purpose of
the visits was to re-orient the district
associations leadership into UNAPD,
training them into the diverse categories
of physical disability, the membership registration process, and distributing to the
members advocacy and awareness-raising
materials. So far 13 out of the 26 nonproject districts have been reached out
to.

Some of the Executive Committee Members of Ssembabule District Action on
Physical Disability (SEDAPD) with Information Officer Hamad Lubwama (R)

UNAPD staff also used this opportunity
to pay a courtesy visit to key district local
government officials to deliver a copy of
Accessibility Standards and implore them
to use the Standards during approval and
monitoring of construction works. The
officers visited including the District LCV
Chairperson, Chief Administrative Officer, District Engineer and District Community Development Officer.

In April, a delegation from
Busia District
Local Government visited
UNAPD, to among other
things share best practices on possible ways of
improving the lives of
persons with disabilities.
They held a meeting with
staff and visited UNAPD
groups of PWDs involved
in income-generating activities. They were a lso
entertained with a sitting
volley match played by
UNAPD members, as
HAMAD LUBWAMA
reports with the camera:
A team of councilors and technical staff of Busia after an entertaining match by the sitting volley ball team

Busia DCDO thanking the team members for a good performance

The visiting team at Bwaise I Disabled and Brain Injury Association

Busia team with members of Yes We Can group in Mpererwe

Some of delegation members in a meeting with UNAPD staff
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Busia thrilled with UNAPD members
A delegation from Busia watching in disbelief as UNAPD members play sitting volley ball at the secretariat

BY HAMAD LUBWAMA

tion of their products.
Kawempe Division Community Development Officer Janat Nassaazi said the financial support is part of the Community Driven
Development (CDD) programme funding in each sub-county in
all districts of Uganda meant to increase productivity of people
in organized groups.
She said the CBOs were selected because of being very organized, active and being composed of the most marginalized persons.
The groups comprise of mainly persons with acquired brain
Injury and cerebral palsy and their care givers or parents. The
two groups are among the five in Kawempe Division that were
formed with the support of UNAPD under the Labour Market
Project. The members were trained into skills of making chalk,
counter books, liquid soap, beads and table cloths. The trainees
mastered the skills and are now actively involved into making
the products.
Busia District Community Development Officer Earnest Wafula
thanked UNAPD for building the capacity of the group members and said Busia district would emulate the same by allocating funding and call on UNAPD to train persons with disability
in the district in similar skills.

A high powered delegation from Busia district visited UNAPD
to learn about disability and capability of persons with physical
disability. The 11-man-delegation comprised of the district’s
political wing comprised of councillors led by the Chairperson
of the Social Services Committee Francis Masinde Wanjala, and
the technical wing comprised of staff, led by Assistant Chief Administrative Officer in charge of Social Development Albert
Wabudi .
“The purpose of our visit is to share experience and see what
we can do for persons with disabilities in Busia district,” the
ACAO said.
The team was briefed about UNAPD and the organization’s
operations, and also thrilled with a wonderful game from the Sit
-ball team.
They also made field visits to two self-help Community Based
Organisations of persons with physical disabilities involved in
income-generating activities in Kawempe Division. The CBOs
included Yes We Can People with Acquired Brain Injury in
Mpererwe and Bwaise I Disabled and Brain Injury Association. The
Yes We can group in involved in making and selling counter
books and beads while the Bwaise group is involved in making
Members of the team noted that before their visit, they could
table cloths.
Both groups were able to access 3.5 million shillings each from not believe that PWDs can’t be engaged in such incomeKawempe Division to boost their capital and in crease produc- generating activities and be successful.
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